Development of a plate discrete element method: geometry and kinematics
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Abstract

The discrete element method (DEM) \cite{CundallStrack1979} is widely recognized as a powerful tool for investigating the complex dynamics of granular materials \cite{ChenKitamuraBarbieriNishiuraFuruichi2022}. Most DEM simulations are built on round particles, which deviate from actual particle shapes in reality. The particle shapes at microscopic scale play an important role in the macroscopic response of the granular assemblies \cite{MatuttisChen2014}. There are granular particles with platelike geometry where the thickness dimension is negligible. A prominent example is clayey particles in nature, which have novel potential applications such as prohibiting cancer cells \cite{AbduljauwadAhmed2019}. Such types of granular materials have a very large surface to volume ratio which is difficult to model by spheres or cluster of spheres. Though polyhedral DEM is available, the overlap geometry computation would suffer numerical difficulties due to the vanishing of thickness dimension. Thus, it is worthy developing a new plate DEM for granular materials such as clayey particles. As a first step, in this paper, we put forward the formulations for the kinematics of plate DEM using unit quaternions for the description of the angular degree of freedom. In addition, the angular motion is solved in a body-fixed rather than a space-fixed reference frame. As a demonstration, we demonstrate the simulation of the rotation of a collection of plate particles under the conservation of angular momentum without external torque.
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